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AGENDA 

September 26, 2017 
 
 

Continental Breakfast (starting 8:00 a.m.) 

8:45 – 9:15 a.m. 
Welcoming Remarks & CAMD Working Group Milestones 

Stephen P. Arnerić (C-Path)  

SESSION I:  
Moderator: Samantha Budd Haeberlein (Biogen)  
Prioritizing Unmet Needs in the Field of Dementia 

9:15 – 9:45 a.m. 
Perspectives on AD and related Dementias – FDA 

Billy Dunn (CDER) 

9:45 – 10:00 a.m.   
Digital health tools and drug development – FDA 
               Leonard Sacks (CDER) 

Break (15 min) 

10:15 – 10:40 a.m. 
Can we detect and treat Alzheimer’s disease a decade before dementia?             
              Reisa Sperling (Harvard)   

10:40 - 11:00 a.m. 
"… and the Related Dementias" - Multiple Targets, Multiple Outcomes.       
              Jeffrey Kaye (Oregon Health & Science University)   

11:00 a.m. – noon Panel Discussion – Aligning on Key Unmet Needs 
              Billy Dunn (FDA-CDER), Eric Bastings (FDA-CDER), Maria Tome (EMA),                                               
              Leonard Sacks (FDA-CDER), Chris Leptak (FDA-CDER), Carlos Pena (FDA- 
             CDRH), Reisa Sperling (Harvard), Jeffrey Kaye (OHSU), Jim Hendrix  
             (Alzheimer’s Association) 

Lunch (60 min) 

SESSION II:  
Moderator: Jim Hendrix (Alzheimer’s Association) 

The need for a global database for dementias 

1:00 – 1:15 p.m. 
CAP – Collaboration for Alzheimer’s Prevention 

Billy Dunn (FDA, CDER, Neurology Division) 

1:15 – 1:35 p.m. 
Quantitative approaches to optimize the understanding of disease progression 
for drug development 
              Klaus Romero (C-Path) 

1:35 – 1:55 p.m. 
IMI Dementia Efforts – Working to share data to advance regulatory science 

Iracema Leroi (Manchester, UK) – remotely presented 

1:55 – 2:40 p.m. 
Panel Discussion: Should we integrate actionable data across dementias? 
              Billy Dunn (FDA-CDER), Klaus Romero (C-Path), Iracema Leroi    
             (Manchester), Jay Gupta (FDA-CDRH)  
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Break (20 min) 

SESSION III:  
Moderator: Lisa Gold (Merck, CAMD Industry Co-Director) 

Prioritizing the Key Themes and Framework for 2018 and Beyond 

3:00 – 4:20 p.m. Open Discussion 

4:20 – 4:30 p.m. 
Summary and Next Steps 
                Stephen P. Arnerić (C- Path) 

IT 

HIGHLIGHTS AND SUMMARY 

Welcoming Remarks & CAMD Working Group Milestones, Dr. Stephen P. Arnerić, Critical Path 
Institute 

Dr. Stephen Arnerić, PhD, Executive Director, Coalition Against Major Diseases (CAMD), Critical Path 
Institute (C-Path), welcomed all attendees to the meeting on behalf of Critical Path Institute’s Coalition 
Against Major Diseases. Dr. Arnerić briefly provided an overview of the Critical Path Institute’s fourteen 
consortia that are focusing on data standards, clinical trial simulation tools from actionable data, disease 
progression models, biomarkers, and clinical outcome assessment instruments. CAMD’s goal is to qualify 
drug development tools for clinical drug trials treating dementia. The impact is the creating of 
actionable data/models to inform optimal trial design, improved trial efficiency, and accelerated delivery 
of innovative treatments to the right patients.  

Clinical data contributions to C-Path have about doubled since 2015; 97 clinical studies with over 54,000 
subjects are available in C-Path’s databases across several consortia; all managed by C-Path’s Data 
Collaboration Center [LINK]. A recent analysis of consortia (with Alzheimer disease [AD] or cognition 
focus – 34 individual organizations) listed in the FasterCure’s Consortia-pedia revealed that 80% of 
consortia do not invest in data sharing; of the 20% that share data, only few make data available outside 
of their consortium. Only 4% of consortia researched focus on advancing regulatory sciences (i.e., 
Critical Path Institute).  

CAMD overview and significant achievements: CAMD’s mission, as a pre-competitive consortium, is to 
advance regulatory science through cross-disciplinary collaboration. Five active working groups (Imaging 
Biomarker Team, Modeling & Simulation Team, CSF Biomarker Team, Digital Drug Development Tool 
Team, Informed Consent Working Group) are focusing on creating Drug Development Tools for AD and 
related dementias: CAMD is dedicated to the development of common data standards, integrated, 
actionable databases, quantitative modeling, and biomarker qualification. Historically and for 2017, 
CAMD’s goal (as approved by CAMD’s membership) was to move focus from mild-to-moderate AD 
towards the MCI and pre-symptomatic stages. An overarching question – what to measure and when? – 
has, in the past, created challenges for approaching disease prevention; however, a shift towards 
prevention studies may be the approach CAMD will choose in the future. 

The Hippocampal Volume (HV) Imaging Team has been focusing on utilizing hippocampal volume as a 
prognostic clinical trial enrichment biomarker for studies in amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) 

https://c-path.org/programs/camd/
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subjects. An EMA qualification opinion was achieved in 2011, alignment with FDA on a Model Statistical 
Analysis Plan was achieved on November 17, 2016; presently, the team is preparing a qualification 
dossier submission to FDA targeted for December 2017. 

Since December 2016, CDISC standards are required for FDA and PMDA registration submissions. CDISC 
standards are foundational in creating actionable databases; CDISC standards are available for multiple 
neurodegenerative diseases, including the Therapeutic Area User Guide (TAUG) for AD (currently as 
version 2.0). A recent publication (Neville et al., 2017; LINK) highlights CAMD’s efforts in creating the AD 
standard. CDISC, the Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium, has the goal of building the 
framework for achieving interoperability based on actionable datasets. This framework includes 
electronic versions of all CDISC standards and guides, controlled terminologies, standards 
interconnection, standards version management, exploration of variables reused in multiple standards, 
Diff files for rapid impact analysis, and CRFs mapped to CDISC standards. It is CAMD’s goal to create an 
integrated data sharing approach to frame questions addressing unmet needs (see Conrado et al., 2017; 
LINK). This approach includes identification of unmet medical needs, the creation of a neutral ground for 
collaboration of stakeholders, framing of the research questions, execution of Data Contribution 
Agreements, transfer of patient-level, anonymized data through secure links, application of CDISC 
standards, leading to a final product.  

Modeling & Simulation: The utility of CAMD’s clinical trial simulation tool has been demonstrated in 
multiple environments; balancing power, sample size and duration, given varying effect magnitudes. For 
example, applying CAMD’s tool and shifting from a crossover trial (at 91 weeks duration and need for 
about 600 participants) to a parallel approach demonstrates savings of approximately 50%, better 
power, a significant reduction of duration and required number of subjects (by 50%). CAMD’s AD drug-
disease-trial model (mild-to-moderate AD) was determined “Fit-for-Purpose” by FDA on June 12, 2013 
(after a regulatory path to qualification of more than 3.5 years); EMA determined the CTS tool was 
“qualified for use” on September 19, 2013. CAMD’s AD database and the clinical trial simulation tool are 
being accessed by numerous organizations, academic institutions, and individuals. It is CAMD’s goal (as 
approved by CAMD’s membership) to move focus from mild-to-moderate AD towards the MCI and pre-
symptomatic stages. Goals for 2017 included obtaining a qualification opinion from FDA on the use of 
hippocampal volume as an enrichment biomarker for clinical trials targeting mild cognitive impairment 
(shared goal with CAMD Imaging Biomarker Team, see above) and to develop and obtain FDA and EMA 
endorsement for a model-based clinical trial enrichment tool of phase II/III clinical trials in mild cognitive 
impairment. Stages for a disease model-based computational tool for MCI clinical trials include the input 
stage (ADNI-1, ADNI-2, and the InDDEx study are being utilized [total sample size is 1051 subjects]), the 
disease modeling stage (covariates include ICV-HV, CDR-SB at baseline, gender, APOE genotype, MMSE, 
concomitant AD medication, longitudinal CDR-SB, age, amyloid beta imaging, dropout), and the output 
stage that informs understanding of progression including trajectory, rate, and predictors. Preliminary 
results indicate that ICV-HV enrichment allows for meaningful reduction of trial size. Potential next steps 
for the CAMD Modeling & Simulation efforts include a proposed move to earlier stages of the disease 
(late 2018) pre-symptomatic AD (data dependent) coupled with Biometric Monitoring Devices (BMDs) in 
pre-dementia (data and CDISC standards dependent). Accumulating more actionable data into CAMD’s 
database will yield greater understanding of AD-related effects, as recently documented in a publication 
by Neu et al., 2017 (LINK) with CAMD co-authorship. 

https://c-path.org/programs/camd/
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Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) Biomarker Team: The original context-of-use that CAMD’s CSF Biomarker Team 
was pursuing is to qualify baseline CSF proteins including, but not limited to Aβ1-42 as concordant to 
amyloid PET for detecting amyloid pathology in the brain of adult patients with cognitive impairment 
who are being evaluated for potential inclusion in MCI or Alzheimer’s dementia trials. Based on FDA 
feedback received earlier this year, the team mutually agreed to discontinue the original biomarker 
qualification project; notification was sent to FDA on August 7, 2017.  

The recently proposed A/T/N classification of AD (Jack Jr. et al., 2016; LINK) was a major discussion point 
at the recent AAIC meeting in July in London, UK and is of high interest to the community. The "A/T/N" 
system in which seven major AD biomarkers are divided into three binary categories based on the 
nature of the pathophysiology that each measures ("A" refers to the value of a β-amyloid biomarker 
[amyloid PET or CSF Aβ42]; "T," the value of a tau biomarker [CSF phospho tau, or tau PET]; and "N," 
biomarkers of neurodegeneration or neuronal injury [18F-fluorodeoxyglucose-PET, structural MRI, or CSF 
total tau], is an approach CAMD is proposing to adopt. Furthermore, AAIC conference attendants 
highlighted the heterogeneity between multiple neurodegenerative diseases causing impaired function 
and cognition. The detection of neurodegeneration in premanifest AD before dementia onset with 
Neurofilament Light (NFL) is of high interest to the community (Mattsson et al., 2017; LINK).  

Digital Drug Development Tools Team: Symptoms and signs of disease/concepts-of-interest are 
prominent across neurodegenerative diseases (Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease, Multiple Sclerosis, 
Huntington disease). Defining disease requires a composite assessment of observable signs 
(observer/performance outcomes) and symptoms (patient and physician-reported outcomes). Elements 
that can be applied for Biometric Monitoring Device (BMD) assessments include understanding the 
disease or condition, conceptualizing treatment benefit, and selecting/developing the outcome 
measure. CAMD’s Digital Drug Development Tools Team is pursuing a path towards qualification of 
Biometric Monitoring Devices for specific contexts-of-use. CAMD’s vision for digital drug development 
tools starts with initial (years 1 through 3) focus on development, socialization, and implementation of a 
regulatory roadmap that will enable the advancement of regulatory science supporting the use of BMDs 
in clinical trials. In parallel and in a slightly staggered approach (years 2 through 5), the goal is to create a 
data repository of de-identified patient-level BMD data where quantitative disease-progress modeling 
and exploration of novel clinical outcome assessments can be examined at the earliest stages of disease 
to support specific contexts-of-use. It is recognized that standardization across common concepts-of-
interest are needed. In 2017, in alignment with the approved scope, CAMD organized and hosted two 
workshops (Mobile Devices in Clinical Trials for Neurological Diseases: CDISC Standards Development, 
March 10, 2017, Phoenix, AZ; LINK to meeting presentation and summary notes; Advancing CDISC 
standards for biosensors assessments in neurological clinical drug trials, May 9-10, 2017, Bethesda, MD; 
LINK to meeting presentations and summary notes), presented posters on behalf of the team at the 9th 
Clinical Trials on Alzheimer’s Disease (CTAD) Conference, San Diego, CA, December 8-10, 2016 (Arnerić 
et al.), the Arizona Alzheimer’s Consortium Annual Meeting, Phoenix, AZ, May 18, 2017 (Arnerić et al.), 
and at the Alzheimer's Association International Conference, London, UK, July 16-20, 2017 (Kern et al.), 
and participated in several topic-related meetings. The team authored a Correspondence recently 
published in Nature Reviews Drug Discovery (online September 22, 2017; LINK) summarizing the team’s 
efforts in performing a landscape analysis and other related work.  

Continuous measurement via utilization of Biometric Monitoring Devices is relevant and critical allowing 
for frequent cross-sectional assessments, understanding of vector trends in individual continuous 

https://c-path.org/programs/camd/
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performance reflective of true long-term trends in performance/health maintenance, and frequent 
‘snapshots’ of day-to-day performance of participants. Examples of sensing life’s kinetics include “Every 
Day Cognition” – medication adherence as a measure of cognitive function, routine home PC use over 
time (detecting changes in those patients with MCI), and differentiation of early MCI by analyzing 
activity patterns (total activity and walking); studies performed by Dr. Jeffrey Kaye’s team at the Oregon 
Center for Aging & Technology (see Dodge et al., 2015; LINK). The overall goal is to transform clinical 
trials with high frequency, objective, and continuous data allowing for reduction of required sample size 
and/or time to identify meaningful change, reduction of exposure to harm (fewer needed/fewer 
exposed), an opportunity to substantially improve efficiency and inform go/no-go decisions of trials, and 
dramatic reduction of recruitment time and costs. Modeling & Simulation as a tool can assist and 
enhance understanding of changes leading to dementia by mapping 24/7/365 behavioral activity, self-
reports/metadata, environmental context, clinical assessments, and demographics. CAMD’s vision is to 
create a global data repository of de-identified, patient-level data from Biometric Monitoring Devices 
(BMDs) and other clinically relevant assessments, using CDISC standards that can be used as Drug 
Development Tools to support the advancement of innovative treatments for dementia with Regulatory 
Authorities (e.g., FDA, EMA, PMDA). Focus will be on developing novel models of disease progression 
and more sensitive assessment tools to detect the earliest stages of dementia (i.e., prior to recognized 
symptom manifestations) to support specific Context-of-Uses (COUs) in clinical drug development. 
Resulting benefits are a reduction of risk of safety issues with continuous measurements, more sensitive 
measures to detect early and pre-manifest disease, creation of a data repository of de-identified, 
patient-level BMD data using CDISC standards where quantitative disease-progression modeling and 
exploration of novel clinical outcome assessments could be examined at the earliest stages of disease to 
support specific COUs, measurement of disease progression and treatment responses earlier, shortened 
development time and costs, and evaluation of real-world performance. 

Informed Consent: The goals of the Informed Consent Working Group were to enable the access of 
anonymized patient-level data (and samples) that can be aggregated in a standardized format to be 
used in support of regulatory submissions, to accelerate the advancement of regulatory sciences that 
lead to the development of Drug Development Tools, and, from the patient perspective, to enable 
patients to “opt-in” the choice of releasing their de-identified data for advancing regulatory sciences 
that aide in accelerating new treatments. The working group objectives were to frame the rationale for 
improving informed consent by creating an editorial/position commentary in an impactful Alzheimer’s 
journal with initial focus is on a US-centric statement with language to enable a global approach, and 
integration of the work product into future clinical trials. Recently, a Perspective summarizing the team’s 
efforts and introducing the newly-developed concise informed consent form recently was published in 
Alzheimer’s & Dementia: Translational Research & Clinical Interventions (online October 3, 2017; Hake et 
al., 2017; LINK). 

Framework for the CAMD 2017 Annual Meeting and Regulatory Science Workshop: In closing, Dr. 
Arnerić highlighted that over the last year there have been a number of key developments in the field of 
AD and dementias highlighting the heterogeneous nature of dementias that warrant realigning CAMD’s 
focus. Objectives for this workshop are to share the prior year’s accomplishments of CAMD’s working 
groups; to identify unmet regulatory science needs related to dementias that could be addressed by 
CAMD; to prioritize which unmet regulatory science needs should be addressed by CAMD; to identify 
which Drug Development Tools (DDTs) would readily address the prioritized unmet regulatory science 

https://c-path.org/programs/camd/
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needs; to define the main aspects of a renewed consortium plan aiming at the development of the 
identified DDTs (including data source needs and commitments for sharing, as well as data analytics 
aims and resources and key-opinion-leader engagement); and to identify the most adequate 
mechanisms/pathways to reach an appropriate level of regulatory acceptance for the proposed DDTs. 

 

SESSION I: Prioritizing Unmet Needs in the Field of Dementia 

Moderator: Dr. Samantha Budd-Haeberlein (Biogen) 

 

Dr. Budd-Haeberlein opened the session by reiterating the focus of the day – to identify and to prioritize 
gaps that CAMD can address in future work. She urged participants to listen to the regulators and 
stakeholders presenting; the regulators have a unique perspective across therapeutic areas and across 
science. Their feedback will be guiding and narrowing down the potential array of opportunities and 
areas that CAMD should be focusing on. 

 

Critical Path Institute and FDA, Dr. Billy Dunn, Director, Office of Drug Evaluation I – Division 
of Neurology Products (DNP), Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

Dr. Dunn opened his presentation by providing a brief overview of CAMD’s history and highlighted 
CAMD’s relevancy. CAMD was founded in 2008 as C-Path’s second consortium, with focus on qualifying 
various tools in the AD and Parkinson disease (PD) spaces. The FDA, in particular CDER, is providing grant 
funding in support of CAMD (and to other C-Path consortia) and is deeply engaged in CAMD’s progress 
and strategy with aligned and mutually-furthered goals. Historically, CAMD’s mission has been focused 
on data sharing, understanding of data, disease modeling, biomarkers - with many accomplishments 
such as the Clinical Trial Simulation Tool, development of AD CDISC standards, FDA Letters of Support, 
etc. With PD moving into a new, disease-specific space in October 2015 (launch of the Critical Path for 
Parkinson’s [CPP] Consortium), CAMD’s work is exclusively focused on AD and CAMD’s vision and 
mission may benefit of re-envisioning - with CAMD becoming a driver of change and advancement. 
CAMD “is the Alzheimer’s consortium”; re-imagining of CAMD’s focus and potentially rebranding of the 
consortium will attain the necessary strength of participation and underline the role of CAMD in moving 
the AD field forward. Focus on the prevention space (identifying patients early before the disease has 
clinically manifested) and early intervention is proposed. Biomarkers and outcome measures play a key 
role in how prevention is being approached; enrollment and diagnostic criteria require our attention. AD 
is a pathophysiological construct and it is timely and needed to make progress in the prevention space 
with a need for “drugs that work”, understanding of the disease, and trials targeting early/earlier stages. 
A clear vision is needed!  

Partnerships and collaboration are of high importance. The Collaboration for Alzheimer’s Prevention 
(CAP) initiative (LINK) is focused on principles to guide data and sample sharing in preclinical Alzheimer 
disease trials. These efforts are highly consistent with and perfectly complement CAMD’s strength and 
deep experience in creating data repositories and CAMD’s modelling experience. A partnership or, 
potentially, an integration of CAMD and CAP and a shared approach and vision may benefit both 

https://c-path.org/programs/camd/
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organizations and may catalyze re-imagining of CAMD’s mission and re-branding as part of a new 
identity.  

 

Digital Health Tools and Drug Development – FDA, Dr. Leonard Sacks, Office of Medical Policy, 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

Dr. Sacks opened his presentation by pointing out that FDA is interested in supporting the identification 
of robust markers/biomarkers; digital/mobile devices are impacting medical innovation and, ultimately, 
are going to benefit patients. FDA made relevant guidance for “Electronic source data in clinical 
investigations”, “Use of Electronic health records in clinical investigations (Draft)”, and “Use of Electronic 
informed consent in clinical investigations” publicly available. The Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative 
(CTTI), a public-private partnership co-founded by Duke University and FDA involves all stakeholders and 
has about 80+ partners. CTTI’s mission is to develop and drive adoption of practices that will increase 
the quality and efficiency of clinical trials. A key CTTI effort is the Mobile Clinical Trials (MCT) Program 
with the purpose of developing evidence-based recommendations that affect the widespread adoption 
and use of mobile technology in clinical trials for regulatory submission. The anticipated impact is 
focused on an increased number of clinical trials leveraging mobile technology. Four projects are being 
pursued including addressment of legal and regulatory issues, novel endpoints, mobile devices, and 
stakeholder perception.  

Potential opportunities using mobile technologies in neurological disorders will allow for collection of 
data from patients in their homes (particularly helpful for patient with impaired mobility), allow for 
access to data from patients with rare diseases when they are widely dispersed geographically, and 
allow for collection of continuous data (rather than “snapshots”) reflecting the real-world behavior of 
these diseases. Important considerations when using mobile technologies include the ability to make 
reliable measurements, the selection of commercial devices, and capture of novel characteristics. Device 
performance validation is of key importance in comparison with measurements made by the 
appropriate reference modality. Sensitivity and specificity performance parameters will inform the 
selection of the best device (or measurement algorithm) for the desired application. However, for 
certain clinical characteristics and for some continuous measurements, a reference measurement may 
not exist. In these cases, it needs to be considered using patient-reported outcomes, performance 
scores, clinical events (like falls or hospitalization), to validate the measurement made by the device.  

Study endpoints may consist of one or more measurements (multi-component concept), a metric used 
to represent the response of the patient to an intervention, or an appropriate time window during 
which the observation is made. Endpoints using active or passive measurements include biosensors that 
collect passive measurements of patient function and can also be used to measure challenge tasks that 
patients are instructed to perform (reaction time, coordination, balance, stamina). Other key 
performance characteristics include the ability of choosing devices suitable for the study population 
(e.g., elderly, poor vision), suitable characteristics (such as battery life, memory capacity), devices should 
not be onerous to use or wear, and should not present risks to the patient. 
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Can we detect and treat Alzheimer’s disease a decade before dementia?, Dr. Reisa Sperling, 
Center for Alzheimer Research and Treatment, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School 

Dr. Sperling opened her presentation by reminding the participants of the continuum of Alzheimer 
disease (Sperling et al., 2011; LINK). There is converging evidence that the pathophysiological process of 
AD begins years, perhaps more than a decade, prior to the diagnosis of dementia. In the Harvard Aging 
Brain Study, at a “preclinical” (or non-clinical) AD stage, one third of clinically normal older individuals 
harbor evidence of amyloid accumulation (Sperling et al., 2014; LINK); the Australian Imaging, 
Biomarkers and Lifestyle (AIBL) study of aging demonstrated that the prevalence of plaques in healthy 
controls precedes the prevalence of AD by approximately 15 years (Rowe et al., 2010; LINK). Preclinical 
Alzheimer Cognitive Composite (PACC) was researched in the Harvard Aging Brain Study (Mormino et 
al., 2017; LINK) and in the ADNI cohort (Donohue et al., 2017; LINK), comparing normal amyloid 
accumulation vs. elevated amyloid accumulation over time. As part of testing of the concept of a 
"preclinical" stage of neurodegenerative disease, when the pathophysiological process has begun in the 
brain, but clinical symptoms are not yet manifested, an interaction of amyloid and tau in preclinical AD is 
hypothesized (Sperling et al., 2014; LINK). Aβ is hypothesized to increase the accumulation of Tau 
aggregates and in particular to accelerate the spread of Tau out of the medial temporal lobe into the 
neocortex through local diffusion and perhaps via trans-synaptic spread across neural networks. Tau 
accumulation leads to synaptic dysfunction, glial activation, and eventually neuronal loss. Aβ may also 
have direct synaptic toxicity that is not mediated through Tau. The spreading of Tau into neocortex and 
associated neurodegenerative processes are thought to result in cognitive impairment and further 
progression along the clinical trajectory of Alzheimer disease.  

The NIA-AA Research Framework recently introduced the A/T/N biomarker grouping/classification, with 
β-amyloid plaques or associated physiologic state representing “A”, aggregated tau or associated 
physiologic state representing “T”, and neuronal injury and neurodegeneration representing the “N” 
classification (Jack Jr. et al., 2016; LINK). Eight A/T/N-biomarker profiles and three biomarker categories 
(normal biomarkers, AD continuum, non-AD pathologic change) have been established. Working 
schemes of cognitive staging, syndromal categorical cognitive staging and numeric neurocognitive 
staging, have been envisioned.  

Recent Phase III trial failures at mild-moderate AD dementia stage a highlighting the urgent need for 
earlier intervention; delaying dementia by five years would reduce projected Medicare costs by nearly 
50%, as suggested by the Alzheimer’s Association. Testing the right target and right drug at the right 
stage of AD is of highest importance, allowing for primary prevention (delay onset of AD pathology), 
secondary prevention (delay onset of cognitive impairment in individuals with evidence of pathology), 
and tertiary prevention and treatment (delay onset or progression of dementia) (Sperling et al., 2011; 
LINK).  

AD secondary prevention trials such as the Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer Network (DIAN), the 
Alzheimer Prevention Initiative (API), the TOMMORROW Trial, or the Anti-Amyloid Treatment in 
Asymptomatic AD (A4) trials are of high importance and are moving the field forward. The A4 study is a 
secondary prevention trial in clinically normal older individuals (age 65-85) who have evidence of 
amyloid-β accumulation on screening PET imaging. It is a Phase 3 randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled trial of solanezumab vs. placebo for 240 weeks with 1150 participants (n = 575 per treatment 
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arm). As of September 2017, 67 sites in the US, Canada, Australia, and Japan are involved with >6900 
participants screened/currently in screening process (14% minority), >4400 amyloid PET scans acquired, 
1092 participants randomized, and 529 participants enrolled in the LEARN study (an observational 
cohort of Aβ negative “screen fails”). In the continuum of AD, the A4 study, which is “later” in the 
preclinical stage, is aiming to introduce anti-amyloid treatment early in the asymptomatic phase; 
outcomes include PACC, exploratory iPad-based cognitive testing (Rentz et al., 2016; LINK), participant-
reported outcomes, amyloid PET, structural and functional MRI, CSF, and tau PET (greater amyloid 
associated with greater tau burden; worse memory performance associated with greater tau burden). 
Other trials (A3 [ante-amyloid prevention of AD], A5 (BACE inhibitor focus]) will provide additional 
insight.  

In conclusion, Dr. Sperling highlighted the challenges that need to be overcome. The earlier we move in 
the AD disease process, the more challenging it may be to detect cognitive/clinical change. Amyloid is 
likely necessary but not sufficient to predict imminent cognitive decline. Linking early cognitive change 
to subtle functional decline and “clinical meaningfulness” is a challenge (a decline in cognition is the 
clinical manifestation of very early AD and may be clinically meaningful in itself). Improving efficiency of 
start-up and trial recruitment with improved flow from registries to trial-ready cohorts, support of 
standing trial networks, and increased data sharing are key to success. 

 

…and the Related Dementias" – Multiple Targets, Multiple Outcomes, Dr. Jeffrey Kaye, 
Oregon Health & Science University 

Dr. Jeffrey Kaye, Layton Professor of Neurology & Biomedical Engineering, ORCATECH - Oregon Center 
for Aging & Technology, NIA - Layton Aging & Alzheimer's Disease Center, started his presentation by 
summarizing that ‘other’ or ‘related dementias’ are prevalent, that they have been recognized by 
typical, but not invariant signs and symptoms emergent at a variable pace, that the pathologies 
associated with these dementias are heterogeneous, that a cornucopia of biomarkers (imaging, fluid, 
physiologic) identify pathologic states with their relevance to progression and functional change in 
different use cases evolving, and that biometric or digital biomarkers may add to the ability to identify 
more precisely, objectively and rapidly, meaningful relevant change in at risk or cognitively impaired 
patients. Progressive cognitive decline coupled with disease-specific changes is affecting daily function. 
The prevalence of dementias has been well documented (Lobo et al., 2000 [LINK], Plassman et al., 2007 
[LINK], Seshadri et al., 1997 [LINK], Knapp and Prince, 2007 [LINK].  

Dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB) is characterized by symptoms such as dementia, fluctuating cognition, 
visual hallucinations, REM sleep behavior disorder, parkinsonism, autonomic dysfunction, antipsychotic 
drug sensitivity, hypersomnia, apathy, depression, and anxiety. McKeith et al., 2017 (LINK) recently 
published imaging results (MRI, FP-CIT SPECT) characterizing changes caused by DLB and established 
biomarker “Criteria for the clinical diagnosis of probable and possible dementia with Lewy bodies”. 
“Probable DLB can be diagnosed if two or more core clinical features of DLB are present, with or without 
the presence of indicative biomarkers, or only one core clinical feature is present, but with one or more 
indicative biomarkers”. 

Diagnosis of Vascular Cognitive Impairment and Dementia/Vascular Dementia is based on clinical 
features such as cortical syndrome (medial frontal: executive dysfunction, abulia, apathy; akinetic 
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mutism; left parietal; aphasia, apraxia, agnosia; right parietal: hemi-neglect (anosognosia, 
asomatognosia), confusion, agitation, visuospatial, constructional difficulty; and medial temporal: 
anterograde amnesia) and subcortical syndrome (focal motor signs; early presence of gait disturbance, 
apraxic gait, parkinsonian gait; history of unsteadiness, falls; urinary frequency, urgency; seudobulbar 
palsy; personality and mood changes (abulia, apathy, depression); cognitive disorder with relatively mild 
memory deficit, psychomotor retardation, executive dysfunction). Host factors, vascular causes, and 
additional pathologies are known drivers (Jellinger, 2013 [LINK]). Vascular Dementia criteria were 
established by NINDS-AIREN criteria for the diagnosis of vascular dementia (LINK) in 1994; updated in 
2013 (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, DSM-5 criteria, LINK). Skrobot et al., 2017 
(LINK) recently published results of the Vascular Impairment of Cognition Classification Consensus Study. 
Insights from applying neuroimaging markers of Vascular Disease or damage were described by 
Wardlaw et al., 2013 (LINK), Lisa Silbert (2017; Oregon Health & Science University), and Boespflug et al., 
2017 (LINK).  

Due to limited sample size, conventional pathology creates a sampling problem that likely 
underestimates the impacts of disease (Westover et al., 2013 [LINK]). For small vessel vascular disease, 
the change point when white matter intensity starts to accelerate, has shown to be about 10.6 years 
prior to diagnosis of MCI (Carlson et al., 2008 [LINK]; Silbert et al., 2012 [LINK]). Multiple pathologies are 
common in non-demented and demented cases (Cholerton et al., 2016 [LINK]; Sonnen et al., 2011 
[LINK]); mixed neuropathologies and rates of clinical progression in a large autopsy sample recently 
were reviewed by Brenowitz et al., 2017 (LINK). Boyle et al., 2013 (LINK) demonstrated a similar rate of 
change and high heterogeneity across multiple neurodegenerative pathologies. 

Current biomarkers gauge pathology but may not be applicable to detect clinically-relevant changes. 
Digital biomarkers/Biometric Monitoring Devices (see Arnerić et al., 2017 [LINK]) may provide a suitable 
solution. Utilizing Biometric Monitoring Devices, analyses of physical activity/walking (Sabia et al., 2017 
[LINK]) and measurement of trajectories of gate speed over time (Dodge et al., 2012) are contributing to 
our understanding of cognitive decline and risk of dementia. Jedynak et al., 2012 (LINK) applied a 
computational neurodegenerative disease progression score analyzing the timing of biomarker 
dynamics. While clinical disease markers tend to be insensitive and change late/at late stages of the 
disease, biomarkers can aide in early detection of disease. Based on the ADNI (Alzheimer’s disease 
Neuroimaging Initiative) cohort, Jedynak and co-workers demonstrated earlier detection when applying 
standardized biomarkers; functional changes could be shown in earlier stages of disease MCI. Computer 
use in the assessment of cognition, behavior, motor function, etc. is highly promising; however, self-
report data are still necessary (Kaye et al., 2014 [LINK]; Silbert et al., 2015 [LINK]; Seelye et al., 2015 
[LINK]; Seelye et al., 2015 [LINK]). Chronobiological behavior is being studied including disrupted 
infradian rhythms in MCI patients (Reynolds et al., 2017 [presented at AAIC, London, UK; LINK]) and 
sleep behavior. Critically, when BMDs are applied passively to monitor night-time behavior and sleep, 
differentiation of MCI was demonstrated (Hayes et al., 2014 [LINK], Hayes et al., 2010 [LINK]), while self-
report measures did not reveal those differences.  

Utilization of BMDs in dementia trials allows for real-time, continuous, home-based, objective, 
unobtrusive, and ambient collection of data (pervasive computing, wireless technologies, “big data” 
analytics), creating evidence of change in disease progression. A technology-agnostic pervasive 
computing platform for continuous home-based assessment (activity, mobility, sleep, physiology and 
health, cognition and behavior, social engagement, caregiving, safety and cognition) is being deployed in 
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several study cohorts (Kaye et al., 2011 [LINK], Lyons et al., 2015 [LINK]). Traditional trial enrichment 
with focus on biomarker target enrichment (imaging, CSF, plasma, genetics, other risk factors) can be 
further enriched by adding behavioral phenotype enrichment (such as sleep hygiene, mobility, computer 
use, etc.) allowing for efficient longitudinal assessment with continuous assessments (computer use, 
walking speed, activity, mobility, etc.). 

 

Panel Discussion – Aligning on Key Unmet Needs 

Dr. Billy Dunn (FDA, CDER, Director, Office of Drug Evaluation I – Division of Neurology 
Products), Dr. Eric Bastings (FDA CDER, Deputy Director, Office of Drug Evaluation I – Division 
of Neurology Products), Dr. Leonard Sacks (FDA, CDER, Office of Medical Policy), Dr. 
Christopher Leptak (FDA, CDER, Medical Officer), Dr. Carlos Peña (FDA, CDRH, Director, 
Division of Neurological and Physical Medicine Devices; Office of Device Evaluation), Dr. Jay 
Gupta (FDA, CDRH, Biomedical Engineer, Neurodiagnostic and Neurosurgical Devices Branch), 
Dr. Jeffrey Kaye (Oregon Health & Science University), Dr. James Hendrix (Alzheimer’s 
Association) 

The panel highlighted the importance of disease prevention (including secondary prevention based on 
assessments of risk factors and potential benefits) and stressed the need for more accessible biomarkers 
and focus on “predictive meaningfulness”. 

  

 

SESSION II: The Need for a Global Database for Dementias 

Moderator: Dr. James Hendrix (Alzheimer’s Association) 

 

Dr. Hendrix opened the session by briefly introducing the upcoming presentations and reiterating the 
goals of this session: a) the importance of sharing data, b) the development of models that will allow for 
optimized trial design - after data have been made available. 

 

CAP – Collaboration for Alzheimer’s Prevention, Data and sample sharing in preclinical AD 
trials, Dr. Billy Dunn, FDA, CDER, Director, Office of Drug Evaluation I – Division of Neurology 
Products  

Dr. Dunn presented this overview on behalf of the CAP membership (Stacie Weninger, Maria C. Carrillo, 
Billy Dunn, Paul S. Aisen, Randall J. Bateman, Joanne D. Kotz, Jessica B. Langbaum, Eric McDade, Susan L. 
Mills, Eric M. Reiman, Reisa Sperling, Anna M. Santacruz, Pierre N. Tariot, Kathleen A. Welsh-Bohmer; 
LINK; LINK). CAP’s was established in 2011 and initially included three academic-led prevention trials: 
the A4 (Anti-Amyloid Treatment in Asymptomatic Alzheimer's Disease) Study, DIAN-TU (Dominantly 
Inherited Alzheimer Network Trials Unit) and API (Alzheimer's Prevention Initiative); expanded to 
include the TOMMORROW trial, with plans to continue to expand to include other prevention trials. CAP 
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efforts are being facilitated by the Fidelity Biosciences Research Initiative (FBRI), the Alzheimer’s 
Association, the National Institute on Aging, and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration; to date, CAP 
has been a forum for academic trial investigators to discuss key issues as these groups plan and 
implement preclinical AD treatment trials. Discussions include what the most informative aspects of the 
various trial designs are, how fluid and imaging biomarkers and cognitive endpoints are best 
harmonized; the maximization of access to data and samples from trials, ensuring that lessons learned 
are generalized as quickly as possible to inform the field (Reiman et al., 2015, LINK).  

Sharing of data and biological samples from preclinical AD trials as soon as possible is critical to ensure 
that knowledge gained through individual trials will enable progress of the field as a whole. Data and 
samples from preclinical AD trials will help to inform our understanding of the natural history of AD, 
inform the size and design of future trials, clarify the utility of biomarker and cognitive measurements, 
and accelerate the evaluation of preclinical treatments for AD. Potential constraints include concerns 
regarding maintaining the scientific integrity of the trial (including preservation of blinding); the 
potential to compromise the ability of the study to withstand independent scientific scrutiny (including 
regulatory review); and maintaining the confidentiality of participants in these trials (may pose a 
particular challenge in certain populations such as those at risk for carrying a dominant mutation causing 
familial early-onset AD).  

CAP established principles to guide data and sample sharing in preclinical Alzheimer disease trails 
(Weninger et al., 2015, LINK). CAP’s goal is to facilitate data sharing as early as possible: Where possible, 
standardized data acquisition techniques and assessments should be included to enhance the ability to 
compare data between trials. Measurement of multiple potential biomarkers should be included in trial 
designs to facilitate the identification of biomarkers of disease evolution and treatment response that 
could be used in future trials. Screening and pre-randomization baseline data should be made available 
to the scientific community within 12 months of enrollment completion. Sharing of biological samples is 
particularly important, as analyzing samples using new technologies or based on other new 
developments may offer an opportunity for a breakthrough in target or biomarker identification. 
Sponsors should ensure that the informed consent process clearly describes the intent to share samples 
and should also provide for the long-term storage of samples. The first priority for sample use is proper 
conduct of the study, which includes appropriate retention of samples in sufficient quantities for 
analyses during ongoing trials as well as for confirmatory testing after trial completion. Remaining study 
samples should be made available to the scientific community at the time that the associated data are 
released. Overall, it is CAP’s key goal to make all study data available to the scientific community after 
the earlier of either regulatory approval of the tested treatment or 18 months after the completion or 
early termination of the trial. Trial sponsors (such as Lilly, Roche/Genentech, Novartis, Amgen, Takeda) 
have agreed to CAP’s principles for data and sample sharing. In summary, CAP is calling on sponsors and 
investigators of all Alzheimer trials to adopt the CAP guidelines and implement them into ongoing and 
planned trials. CAP welcomes new partners who agree to CAP sharing principles. CAP is hosting an 
annual forum at the Alzheimer’s Association International Conference (AAIC) for all who have signed 
onto these principles. 

In closing, Dr. Dunn pointed at the synergies and matching values that CAP and CAMD are offering and, 
for the immediate future, urged CAMD’s membership to consider close collaboration/linkage or, 
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potentially, a fusion with CAP. Early discussions are underway and, if the CAMD membership agrees, 
further negotiations could be initiated shortly. 

 

Quantifying Disease Progression for Drug Development, Dr. Klaus Romero, Director of Clinical 
Pharmacology and Quantitative Medicine, Critical Path Institute 

Quantitative drug development tools are being developed as part of the scope of many of the fourteen 
active Critical Path Institute consortia, and Dr. Romero highlighted examples of these across several 
consortia.  

For example, efforts of C-Path’s Polycystic Kidney Disease Outcomes Consortium focused on Autosomal 
Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease (ADPKD), a debilitating genetic disease affecting more than 600,000 
Americans and 12 million people worldwide with currently no known cure or effective treatment. There 
is a critical need for a biomarker that will predict disease progression at an earlier stage when patients 
may be more likely to respond to new therapies. C-Path aggregated observational data from five sources 
(2,355 patients with Total Kidney Volume [TKV] measurement) and utilized C-Path’s simultaneous 
modeling capability with focus on biomarker trajectory (longitudinal time-varying co-variates) and 
disease endpoint, hazard function (time-to-event). Joint modeling is considered as the gold standard 
method for assessing the effect of longitudinal time-varying covariates in a time-to-event analysis of 
clinical endpoint (Sweeting & Thompson, 2011 [LINK]; Tsiatis & Davidian, 2004 [LINK]). Based on C-Path’s 
efforts, in 2016, FDA (LINK) and EMA (LINK) qualified total kidney volume as a prognostic enrichment 
biomarker for use in PKD trials; it was demonstrated that baseline Total Kidney Volume (TKV) is 
predictive of kidney function decline regardless of age or baseline kidney function. 

In 2012, FDA released draft guidance for industry regarding “Enrichment Strategies for Clinical Trials to 
Support Approval of Human Drugs and Biological Products” (LINK). Trial enrichment entails improving 
the likelihood of clinical trial success by identifying a patient population that can discriminate between 
active and inactive drug treatment. Calculations may be performed to determine the sample size for 
specific clinical cut-offs, patient characteristics, and study duration. This approach provides sufficient 
power to detect statistically and clinically-relevant differences between a candidate drug vs. placebo. 
Pre-defined cutoff points are not needed if full distribution of quantitative biomarker is modeled as a 
continuous covariate, allowing for cutoff definition in a trial-specific manner, based on simulations, 
given a robust quantitative understanding of disease progression. This creates the advantage of 
optimized efficiency for the specific context of a given drug development program. 

Another example is work performed for C-Path’s Duchenne – Regulatory Science Consortium (D-RSC) 
where a longitudinal FVC (forced vital capacity) model and parametric TTE (time-to-event) models are 
being applied to monitor muscle weakness and disease progression. Multiple datasets have been 
acquired by C-Path and are available for analysis. 

C-Path’s Critical Path for Parkinson’s [CPP] consortium focus is on qualifying (with EMA) “Molecular 
neuroimaging of the dopamine transporter (DAT) as a prognostic enrichment biomarker in early PD 
trials”. A harmonized MDS-UPDRS Part II dataset was created (according to Goetz et al., 2012, LINK) by 
integration and analysis of the PPMI (Parkinson’s Progression Markers Initiative), an ongoing, 5-year, 
multicenter observational trial, and PRECEPT (Parkinson Research Examination of CEP-1347 Trial), a 2-
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year, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study. Detailed analyses demonstrated 
that the rate of motor decline in SWEDD and DAT-deficient subjects was different, statistically and 
clinically. It was shown that DAT enrichment allows for ~24% reduction of trial size to detect a disease-
modifying drug effect with 80% power. FDA (in 2015; LINK) and EMA (in 2017, LINK) issued Letters of 
Support for use of DAT Imaging as a prognostic enrichment biomarker in early PD trials; recently, EMA 
provided a qualification opinion (shortly to be posted for public comment). This effort demonstrated 
that sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values are not needed when modeling the contribution of a 
binary covariate (DAT imaging) to the longitudinal progression along an outcome scale (UPDRS). 
Enrichment magnitudes can be estimated in a trial-specific manner, based on simulations of disease 
progression patterns. Optimized efficiency for the specific context of a given drug development program 
can be created. 

The C-Path Pharmacometrics/Modeling & Simulation team is continuing their support of CAMD’s mild-
to-moderate Alzheimer disease Clinical Trial Simulation tool and the MCI disease progression model. In 
particular, CAMD (Dr. Jackson Burton) is evolving and updating the mild-to-moderate Alzheimer disease 
Clinical Trial Simulation tool by developing/adding an interactive graphical user interface. In parallel, 
moving into earlier stages of the disease, Dr. Daniela Conrado is creating a MCI disease progression 
model using CDR-SB scores as endpoint based on the ADNI-1 and ADNI-2 datasets (with external 
validation utilizing the InDDEx dataset). This work will be submitted to FDA in support of potential 
qualification of baseline hippocampal volume as an enrichment biomarker; the model itself will be 
submitted to FDA for endorsement as part of the “Fit-for-Purpose” initiative. Quantitatively 
understanding disease progression helps improve the understanding of biomarkers and other relevant 
sources of variability, and can streamline the pathway towards regulatory acceptance of drug 
development tools, while improving clinical trial design efficiency. 

 

Views from across the pond: Laying the foundation for the ‘Invisible Memory Clinic’, Dr. 
Iracema Leroi, University of Manchester, Department of Neuroscience & Experimental 
Psychology 

The UK Annual Report of the Chief Medical Officer 2013, Public Mental Health Priorities: Investing in the 
Evidence (Chapter 4: Chris Hollis et al., LINK) stated that the growth in demand for mental healthcare is 
exceeding available NHS resources with cost pressures requiring that more is done for less; providers 
must find innovative ways to deliver services. Technology has the potential to transform mental health 
service delivery through earlier detection and diagnosis and by making effective interventions available 
to more people. The current model of mental health care in the community is based on intermittent 
assessment of the needs of the individual, leading to the prescription of standard interventions. 
Decisions are typically based on intrinsically unreliable self-reporting, and there is little opportunity to 
tailor treatments to the individual. Technology will enable more agile, personalised support, will provide 
the right intervention at the right time, and will allow for new approaches to therapy. 

The Software Architecture for Mental Health Self-Management (SAMS) study utilizes software to analyze 
daily computer use in elderly people; study aims are to compare patterns of use in HC/MCI/early AD 
dementia, to ascertain concurrent validity with standard cognitive tests, and to detect change in 
functional ability or signal early cognitive decline. In particular, areas of mouse movements, error rates, 
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incomplete actions, the rate of typing, patterns of internet searches, and text content are analyzed; 
these neuropsychological functions/functional ability (instrumental activities of daily living) measures 
allow for analysis to create summary metrics and raw data data manipulation language (DLM). 

Project Cygnus (supported by Innovate UK) focuses on people with cognitive impairment or possible 
dementia, referred to a memory assessment service (MAS) by their general physician/primary care 
physician, as well as partners, family members or close friends of the study participant (n=500; ~50:50 
distribution). Subjects are being recruited at four National Health Service (NHS) Mental Health Trusts 
across the North of England. Cygnus utilizes interview or self-reported information, wearable devices 
and health records (from patients and study partners) feeding into a “Real-World Digital Platform”. 

Mobile assessments with sensors are key to understanding longitudinal patterns, with adaptive sampling 
– integrating with e-patient records for real-world clinical data. Examples are studies performed at 
AFFIGO.IO, a Manchester-based social enterprise company (LINK), and Cloudy with a Change of Pain, the 
world's first smartphone-based study to investigate the association between weather and chronic pain 
(LINK). ClinTouch by AFFIGO.IO (LINK) collects self-report of symptoms, prompts several times daily to 
self-report, and features personalized questions, wireless upload of data in real time. Responses are 
stored and wirelessly uploaded to secure server (high levels of safety/privacy). ClinTouch features daily 
diary function for self-management, it graphs symptoms over time to share with friends, family, GPs, it 
has a web-based interface for clinicians with real-time access to responses, features algorithms alerting 
clinicians to personalised relapse threshold (allowing for early detection/intervention), it integrates 
results with other tools, and features third party API integration with e-health records (streams 
summary clinical into NHS e-records). Cloudy with a Change of Pain (LINK) aims to increase 
understanding of how weather patterns influence pain and stiffness in arthritic conditions by performing 
a large population study and “citizen science” experiment allowing for patients to input their daily pain 
intensity into smartphone/tablet app. Data is being linked to local weather station data using GPS and 
activity (e.g. daily step counts) and disease severity are being tracked.  

European Union initiatives are moving the field forward: The Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) 
Horizon 2020 program is part of the European Commission’s public-private funding arrangement to 
enable collaborative research. Its mission is “to facilitate open collaboration (through a neutral platform) 
in research to advance the development of and accelerate patient access to, personalised medicines for 
the health and wellbeing of all, especially in the area of unmet need”. RADAR-AD launched a funding 
proposal call in July 2017: “Development and validation of technology enabled, quantitative and 
sensitive measures of functional decline in people with early stage Alzheimer’s Disease (RADAR-AD)”; the 
program is planned for 36 months duration at €5 million funding level. Stage 1 calls for an academic 
consortium to form composed of academics, subject-matter experts, regulators, and third-
sector/patient organizations. The top-ranked bid will be invited to develop a full proposal for Stage 2, 
together with the matched industry consortium (Janssen [lead], Takeda, Nokia, Eli Lilly, Novartis, 
Software AG). The RADAR family, a multi-topic program with independent resourcing and management 
that is joining forces in key areas such as technological approach and data sharing, includes RADAR-CNS 
(focus on MS, epilepsy, depression), launched in 2016, and will include future topics (RADAR-PD, etc.). 
RADAR addresses three key areas: the fundamental disease understanding in relation to the functional 
marker, the present lack of clear ethical, policy and regulatory guidance to licence digital sensors for 
trials of new interventions for AD based on ‘pre-emptive’ therapeutic strategies, and the present lack of 
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interoperability of digital technology and access to patient-level data to detect functional change 
(including immaturity of the technology platform, ad hoc solutions abound, and the need to align to the 
existing data platform). Focus of RADAR-AD are biomarkers that can: detect subtle cognitive changes in 
the earliest stages of AD, detect functional changes (iADLS) and are highly sensitive to the early effects 
of cognitive decline (Tabert et al., 2002 [LINK]; Luck et al., 2012 [LINK]; Pérès et al., 2008 [LINK]), 
combined biomarkers, biomarkers that capture phenotypic heterogeneity of AD by accounting for inter-
individual variation, biomarkers that support the goal of precision medicine (Bennett et al., 2006), and 
biomarkers that are clinically meaningful (substantially affecting how the patient feels, functions or 
survives). RADAR-AD key activities include a literature review/data analysis to identify functional 
domains most sensitive to early AD and predictive cost of generating long term outcomes; 
implementation of the IT system to measure, transmit analyse and interpret functional data; validation 
of normal vs. MCI vs. AD cohort (correlation with disease state [sensitivity and specificity]; correlation 
with cognition and other biomarkers; correlation with caregiver burden; comparison with paper and 
pencil measures of function; digital functional endpoint needs to be more specific that paper measure), 
and assessment of patient acceptability, relevance, privacy, ethics and regulatory pathways for future 
qualification. Work packages (WPs) focus on project management (WP 1), assessment of functional 
domains (WP 2), communication with regulatory authorities, patient associations, payers and ethical 
boards (WP 3), development of a technology platform (WP 4), and validation of the RADAR-AD system 
(WP 5). RADAR-AD will create an EU-wide academic consortium with experts in many areas and 
methodologies; synergies with other IMI or Horizon 2020 consortia will be established. Interoperability 
will be a focus: Any system built within the RADAR program will adhere to well-accepted data standards 
to ensure compatibility and interoperability with other RADAR systems. The digital platform built will be 
fully interoperable with different kinds of sensors and devices; collaborative agreements with other 
consortia and industry will be established. RADAR-AD has the potential to identify drug/device/disease 
agnostic biometric assessments (a much faster way to accelerate the delivery of health care). Focus will 
be on the regulatory science agenda to enable health care decisions that have a sound regulatory and 
scientific basis. Access to anonymized patient-level data is key since, for qualification, data must be 
transferred to a regulatory authority (FDA or EMA). An integrated data sharing approach, such as the 
one the Critical Path Institute and CAMD have established, will be invaluable.   

It is envisioned that efforts as described above will lay the foundation for the application of “invisible 
biosensors” (“epidermal electronics”) that are conformal on-body sensor nodes, are made from 
graphene (a 2d carbon allotrope, with the thickness of a single molecule, 200 times stronger than steel, 
conducts heat and electricity very efficiently and is nearly transparent) ink attached directly to the skin, 
are transient, decompose over several days into safe, inert components, use the body’s own energy 
without need for a battery, and can collect longitudinal information from a number of disease areas. The 
“Invisible Memory Clinic” would be based on a model of a distributed remote sensing system gathering 
continuous data to detect changes at the within-individual level, enabling shorter, less expensive 
evaluations of new interventions, enabling the development of models to inform outcomes, creating the 
potential to make the licensing of pre-emptive disease modifying interventions for AD a reality to 
improve the lives of people with AD and their loved ones.  
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Panel Discussion – Should we integrate actionable data across dementias? 

Dr. Billy Dunn (FDA, CDER, Director, Office of Drug Evaluation I – Division of Neurology 
Products), Dr. Klaus Romero (Director of Clinical Pharmacology and Quantitative Medicine, 
Critical Path Institute), Dr. Iracema Leroi (University of Manchester, Department of 
Neuroscience & Experimental Psychology), Dr. Jay Gupta (FDA, CDRH, Biomedical Engineer, 
Neurodiagnostic and Neurosurgical Devices Branch) 

The panel highlighted the Collaboration for Alzheimer’s Prevention (CAP’s) openness to link to CAMD; an 
opportunity to align on a vision for CAMD to build and manage a sharable data repository, based on 
CAP’s data and sample sharing principles, that allows for the necessary data control, data responsibility, 
and access. Furthermore, the panel highlighted the need for reinvention of CAMD’s mission to create a 
“new consortium” experience and the overarching commitment to sharing of data and fostering “quality 
datasets” of relevance.  

 

SESSION III: Prioritizing the Key Themes and Framework for 2018 and Beyond 

Moderator: Dr. Lisa Gold (Merck, CAMD Industry Co-Director) 

 

Dr. Gold opened the session by thanking C-Path/CAMD for hosting this successful event that enabled 
interesting and provocative discussions. Dr. Gold reiterated that the purpose of this session is to 
prioritize key themes and a framework for 2018 and beyond. The goal is to receive input through rich 
discussions that will lead to the development of actions defined during the upcoming 2017 CAMD 
Business Meeting on September 27, 2017. Discussions will be based on themes with the goal to define 
what steps available to us today and “how to get there…”; different possible paths will be discussed. 

Decisions based on direction CAMD is going to take will include the discussion if to include other 
diseases of dementia into CAMD’s scope, or to focus and highlight AD as a major disease by moving 
earlier in the continuum of this disease with focus on the drug development landscape. 
Enthusiasm/excitement regarding leveraging the scientific advances related to biomarker diagnosis of 
the disease as physiological framework is high; CAMD’s historical strength are based on data sharing 
focus, disease modeling, and biomarker aspects. 

 

Open Discussion, All 

Participants agreed that Alzheimer disease is the “posterchild” neurodegenerative disease and is ripe to 
take action. It was stated that CAMD’s efforts are at an inflection point to embrace a new path for the 
consortium. CAMD’s work needs to be a meaningful partnership for all stakeholders with alignment (and 
full agreement) helping to deliver “what needs to be done”.  

As the initial step, it is important for stakeholders to endorse the overall concept; a 4-5-year target and 
vision with a defined focus for CAMD is envisioned with emphasis on AD and a move towards prevention 
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and focus on drug development tools. Annually, progress will be reviewed (to identify new themes and 
to prioritize scope, evidence of progress, etc.) to define workstreams, budget, etc. For the next 12 
months, a clear articulated plan of action should be formulated (datasets to go after, likelihood of 
sponsor providing access, tailoring of data sharing effort, data management needs, potential legal 
hurdles, resource and timeline needs, tangible deliverables, etc.), while on-going efforts (MCI model, 
hippocampal volume qualification, etc.) will to be continued; opportunities (such as the potential 
collaboration with CAP and alignment within the biomarker-driven space and the proposed A/T/N 
framework/conceptualization, etc.) need to be leveraged. Grounding the efforts on the infrastructure 
that the Critical Path Institute has established, together with the close FDA partnership, “provides the 
gravitas required to inspire the entire community”. Focus on Alzheimer disease (with the emphasis on 
the prevention stage) should be retained while lessons learned from related conditions will be 
invaluable and ought to be considered.  

 

Summary and Next Steps, Dr. Stephen P. Arnerić, Critical Path Institute 

Dr. Arnerić thanked all participants for the informative presentations and resulting fruitful discussions. 
He pointed out the great opportunity that CAMD is facing and the impeccable timing of this prospect. In 
discussions throughout the day, general themes included:  

• Create a 4-5-year vision for CAMD with clear AD focus (with cross-cutting interest in other 
dementias), a move into the disease prevention space, and continued work on drug development 
tools. 

• Data sharing (including an inventory of available trials and potential data sources, related legal 
aspects, etc.) and modeling and simulation will remain focus items. The need for an end-to-end 
model that characterizes AD was contemplated. The infrastructure is in place. 

• CAMD will perform a close review of the proposed A/T/N framework and provide consortium-based 
feedback. 

• Potential collaboration with CAP will be pursued to foster a change of the dynamics of information 
flow and to create results collectively with consortium-based impact. 

• Leveraging CAMD’s close collaboration with regulators (FDA, EMA, PMDA) will result in benefit to all 
stakeholders. 
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